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Abstract—Congestion is one of the fundamental issues in very
large scale integration physical design. In this paper, we propose
two congestion-estimation approaches for early placement stages.
First, we theoretically analyze the peak-congestion value of the design and experimentally validate the estimation approach. Second,
we estimate regional congestion at the early stages of top-down
placement. This is done by combining the wire-length distribution
model and interregion wire estimation. Both approaches are based
on the well-known Rent’s rule, which is previously used for wirelength estimation. This is the first attempt to predict congestion
using Rent’s rule. The estimation results are compared with the
layout after placement and global routing. Experiments on large
industry circuits show that the early congestion estimation based
on Rent’s rule is a promising approach.
Index Terms—Congestion estimation, physical design, placement, routability.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

INIMIZING the total routed wire length is one of the
fundamental goals in very large scale integration (VLSI)
placement stage. In order to achieve such a challenging objective, a number of heuristics and cost functions were proposed
in the past couple of decades. Half-perimeter wire length has
emerged as the most typical cost function in placement because
it adequately models the routed wire length, especially for twoand three-terminal nets. In general, it is believed that there is
a positive correlation between half-perimeter wire length and
routed wire length. Many successful placement tools are based
on half-perimeter wire-length minimization [1], [2].
As VLSI circuits are growing in both size and complexity, not
only the half-perimeter wire length, but also congestion need to
be emphasized at the placement stage. Congestion is one of the
main optimization objectives in global routing. However, the optimization performance is constrained because the cells are already fixed at this stage. A highly congested region in the placement often leads to routing detours around the region, in turn
results in a larger routed wire length. Congested areas can also
downgrade the performance of global router and, in the worst
case, create an unroutable placement in the fix-die regime [3].
Congestion can be modeled as the summation of linear [4]
or quadratic [5] function of difference between routing demand
and routing resource. Existing congestion reduction techniques
include incorporating congestion into cost function of simuManuscript received April 20, 2001; revised July 12, 2001. This work
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lated annealing [5], combining a regional router into placement
tool [6], and performing a post placement processing step [4],
[7]. While congestion reduction at late or postplacement stage
is empirically effective, congestion estimate achieved at early
placement stages would be equally valuable. First, a congestion-driven placement tool guided by early congestion information might be more powerful. Such a tool could use techniques
like white space allocation to relieve layout congestion. Second,
early congestion estimates could be utilized by combined logic
and layout optimization to improve design convergence. For example, when logic designers are given a number of different net
lists, they can estimate the congestion by running only several
steps of placement. The net lists with bad estimated congestion
will be discarded much earlier.
The main contribution of this paper is to estimate both peak
congestion and congestion distribution at early top-down placement stages. Specifically, we quantitatively estimate the maximum congestion prior to placement stage. Also, we give a congestion distribution picture of the chip layout at coarse levels
of hierarchical placement flow. Both estimates are made based
on Rent’s rule—a well-known stochastic model for real circuits.
While Rent’s rule has been used for wire-length estimation for
a long time, to the best of our knowledge, there is no published
work on congestion-estimation problem using the same basis.
To evaluate our estimation approaches, the estimation results
are compared with the real congestion, which is extracted from
the layout after placement and global routing. It is generally believed that the global routing output correlates well with the final
routing for industrial circuits [8]. Therefore, we target estimates
that match the real congestion map after global routing.
Congestion is a function of routing demand and routing resource. Once the technology feature and chip characteristics (die
size, number of layers, position of preplaced macros) are fixed,
the routing resource is roughly determined.1 Congestion and
routing demand are so closely related that it is straightforward
to convert one to the other. In this paper, we will focus on the
estimation for routing demand.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the terms and definitions used in this paper.
It also reviews Rent’s rule, the fundamental theory upon which
this paper is based. Section III analyzes the peak-congestion
problem and gives a good estimate, which is validated by
experiments. Section IV models the regional routing demand
in a top-down placement context. Experiments in this section
show the effectiveness of the proposed method. Section V gives
the conclusion and the future work.
1Accurate available routing resource can only be obtained after placement and
global routing with the consideration of the layer area occupied by placed cells
and the number of routing layers. However, a main portion of routing resources
could be predicted at this point.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between net cut and congestion. (a) Recursive bipartitioning and cut. (b) Worst case routing demand analysis. (c) Average case routing
demand analysis.

III. PEAK-CONGESTION ANALYSIS

II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Placement, Routing, and Congestion

A. Cut Ratio in Recursive Bipartitioning

For consistency we will use the following terms throughout
, where is a set
the paper. A circuit is a hypergraph
is a
of cells and is a set of hyperedges. A hyperedge
subset of that contains two or more cells. A placement is a set
of locations for all cells on a rectangular core area.
A common top-down placement flow is the min-cut approach
in which the circuit is recursively bipartitioned into subcircuits.
Meanwhile the layout area is also partitioned into placement
regions, each of which contains a corresponding subcircuit.
During the global routing, the chip is divided into an array
of uniform rectangular tiles. The tile is small enough that each
placement region covers an integral number of tiles. All the nets
will be routed by connecting the cells of each net using grid
wires. For each boundary of the tiles , the routing demand
is the number of wires that cross this boundary; the routing
is the number of wires that are allowed to cross
supply
is
the boundary. The overflow of a boundary
. The congestion of a placement region is the summation
of the overflow over all the boundaries within this placement region. The peak congestion of a placement is the maximum overflow over all the tile boundaries.

In order to analyze peak congestion over all the tile boundaries of the layout, we assume that the circuit is an ideal circuit, which strictly obeys Rent’s rule. This ideal circuit is placed
using a hierarchical placement flow that is based on recursively
bipartitioning. On each hierarchical level of the top-down placement, each subcircuit is quadrisectioned into four smaller subcircuits. A quadrisection step consists of a vertical bipartitioning
followed by a horizontal one.
be the net cut of the first bipartitioning by a vertical cut
Let
and
be the net cuts of the second horizontal
line. Let
bipartitioning [see Fig. 1(a)]. Similarly, the net cuts of the th
. For an ideal circuit
bipartitioning are

B. Rent’s Rule
Rent’s rule is an empirical observation first described in [9]. It
states the relationship between the number of elementary blocks
in a subcircuit of a partitioned design and the number of external connections of the subcircuit. Specifically
(1)
where is the average number of interconnections per block and
is the Rent exponent (
in real circuits). The
Rent exponent can be computed by plotting the versus
relation in a log–log diagram for every value of in a top-down
partitioning process and then fitting a line on the plotted points.
The slope of this line represents the Rent exponent.
Rent’s rule has been widely used to estimate interconnect
wire length [10]–[12]. In general, a higher Rent exponent will
result in a longer average wire length, which in turn implies a
larger wiring area and more congested layout [13].

for
where
is the number of hierarchical levels in the top-down
recursive quadrisection placement. For simplicity, all the cuts
for
.
on the same level are denoted as
Theorem 1: In a recursive bipartitioning approach on an ideal
)th bipartitioning
circuit, the ratio between the net cut of the (
and the net cut of the th bipartitioning
is
, where
is the Rent exponent of the circuit.
Proof: Consider the subcircuits to be bipartitioned at each
be the size of subcircuit at the th
hierarchical level. Let
)th bipartitioning
level. Thus, the size of subcircuit at the (
. For and ideal circuit, all the subcircuits have
is
the same Rent exponent and Rent coefficient . According to
(1), the number of external interconnects for subcircuits at th
and the number of external interconnects for
level is
)th level is
. At a given level
subcircuits at (
, the interconnects between two subcircuits that are split from
one of the th bipartitionings are a subset of the external inter) be
connects of each of these two subcircuits. Let (
the ratio between the number of cut nets of the th bipartitioning
and the number of external nets for subcircuit at th level. We
. For an ideal circuit, assuming is fixed through
have
all the hierarchical levels, we have
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B. Worst Case Analysis
The top-down placement flow terminates at the
level, where
is the number of cells of the circuit. In the final
placement, each cell occupies one tile.2 The global router uses
L-shape routing model in which a net is routed using either the
upper or the lower part of the bounding box of this net. This is
not a good routing method, but it gives a general picture of wire
distribution.
Now, we want to find out the maximum routing demand over
all the tile boundaries without placing the circuit. First, we discuss the worst case. Let us denote the maximum routing demand
.
of a tile boundary as
Theorem 2: In a recursive bipartitioning approach on an ideal
circuit, the maximum routing demand over all the tile bound, where
is the net cut
aries
is the ratio between
of the first bipartitioning and
net cuts of two consecutive partitionings.
Proof: In Fig. 1(b), the circuit is partitioned into two parts
. It follows that there are
nets crossing
with a net cut
between left half and right half. Let us look at a tile boundary
nets pass
located at the right half. In the worst case, all these
this specific boundary. Hence, the first bipartitioning contributes
to the routing demand of this boundary. Similarly, the th
to the routing demand. Thus, for
bipartitioning contributes
any boundary, the upper bound of the routing demand is

is
. Since the cut nets are uniformly distributed, for each
final tile, the average number of cut nets connected to this tile
. Among all the horizontal tile boundaries, the ones
is
on the center horizontal line of the chip accommodate the maxnets. Note
imum number of net crossing caused by those
that for a specific horizontal tile boundary at the center line,
only the nets which connect to the tiles at the same column could
cross . This is because we are using the L-shape routing model.
tiles at the same column with boundary . For
There are
each of them, if the connected tile in the other half is located
at the different upper/lower part (half of the connections of this
tile have this property), such as tile and in Fig. 1(c), the
probability that this route crosses boundary is 1/2 (because of
L-shape routing). Therefore the first cut contributes on average
crossings to . The case for the second biparnets crossing
titioning is relatively simple. Since there are
boundaries, on average, each boundary is crossed by
nets. Using the same approach for the third, fouth,
etc. bipartitioning, we have the expected maximum number of
crossings over all the boundaries
(2)
According to Theorem 1, we have
(2) and we obtain

; plug it into

D. Experimental Validation
C. Uniform Distribution of Cut Nets
In the previous discussion, we assume that all the nets that are
cut in a bipartitioning cross a particular tile boundary, which is,
obviously, not the general case. However, once we construct a
framework such as the model in Section III-B, we can study the
congestion behavior using different cut-net distribution models.
We continue the analysis using a uniform distribution model
in which the cut nets of a bipartitioning are uniformly distributed
over all the subcircuit area. In other words, the cells in the partitioned subcircuit have equal probabilities to be connected to a
cut net.
Theorem 3: In a recursive bipartitioning approach on an
ideal circuit, assuming cut nets are uniformly distributed, the
expected maximum routing demand over all the tile boundaries
is

where

is the net cut of the first bipartitioning and
is the ratio between net cuts of two consecutive partitioning operations.
means
Proof: In Fig. 1(c), the first bipartitioning result
nets connecting the left half and right half of
that there are
the design. We know that the number of final tiles on either half
2A

tile has unit width and height.

Theorem 3 gives an estimate of peak routing demand for a
circuit. If the Rent exponent of a circuit is known, we can estimate the peak routing demand prior to placement stage. The
following experiments evaluate the effectiveness of the estimation method.
Given a circuit, we first compute the Rent exponent using
the partitioning-tree method proposed in [13]. Specifically, we
record the number of cells and the number of external nets for
each partition when recursively partitioning the circuit. Then,
we do a linear regression on these data points plotted on a log–
log diagram. The slope of the linear regression result is the Rent
exponent . The net cut ratio is then computed using Theorem 1. By partitioning we also obtain the net cuts of each par, etc. Due to the existence of Region II of
titioning
Rent’s curve, the first several net cuts do not correlate well with
instead of
in experTheorem 1. Therefore, we use
in our work). Now, we can compute estimated
iments (
maximum routing demand using Theorem 3.
The real peak routing demand of the design is obtained by
placing and global routing the circuit. The placement algorithm
used in the experiments is a recursive bisection approach using
a multilevel partitioner hMetis [14]. This is a global placement
level. Then, an
procedure because it stops at a certain
L-shape global router is used to route the global placement
output. The peak routing demand is the maximum number of
crossings over all the vertical and horizontal tile boundaries.
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TABLE I
ESTIMATION OF PEAK ROUTING DEMAND

Table I shows the comparison between the estimated peak
and the real peak routing demand
.
routing demand
The test circuits are large industrial designs selected from the
IBM-PLACE benchmark suites [15], which are derived from the
ISPD98 benchmark [16]. Runtime is measured in seconds on a
Sun Ultra10 workstation with a 400-MHz central processing unit
(CPU). Good estimates are listed in boldface. It should be noted
that the estimated peak routing demand is scaled by a factor
. This is because there are
cells in each
tile, not one cell per tile as in the estimation model.
From Table I, one can see that eight out of 14 estimates are very
close to real numbers, supporting our previous analysis. However, the estimates are not accurate for some circuits. There are a
number of reasons for poor estimates. First, according to the uniform distribution model, the probability of a cut net connecting to
a cell is the same from net to net. In the placement, however, the
connected cells tend to be placed closer, causing the estimated
value smaller than the real value. Second, in the proof of Theorem 3, we sum up the number of nets crossing boundary at
each level. However, each number is indeed an upper bound for
all boundaries. Since the boundaries with maximum crossings
at different levels are not identical, the summation (estimated
value) tends to be larger than the real value. Other inaccuracies
come from the variation of cut ratio , the chip area aspect ratio
(which is not one), etc. These factors are added up causing the uncertainty in the estimation work, including those good estimates.
Nevertheless, the fact that the congestion can be predicted is
promising and merits further study in this area.

Fig. 2. Internal and external routing demand.

regions during the placement will give us a rough congestion
map, which is valuable for early design evaluation.
Given a placement region, the nets which cause the edge
crossings can be classified into two types: the internal nets,
which connect cells within this region, and the external nets,
which span toward other regions or cross this region while connecting no cells. Thus, we give the following terms.
Definition 2: For a given region in a design, the internal
is the summation of the number of
routing demand
crossings caused by internal nets for all tile boundaries; the exis the summation of the number
ternal routing demand
of crossings caused by external nets for all tile boundaries.
for a region can be calcuThe total routing demand
lated by

IV. REGIONAL CONGESTION ESTIMATION
In Section III we have discussed the peak-congestion estimation problem. Another estimation requirement, regional congestion estimation, appears at early placement stages. In this section, we propose a routing demand estimation approach in the
context of top-down placement.
Definition 1: For a given region in a globally routed design,
is the summation of the number of net
the routing demand
crossings over all the tile boundaries within region .
Note that the region in the definition is a common term in
top-down placement. It is called placement region in [3] or
global bin in [17]. A region contains a number of adjacent
global routing tiles. Estimating the routing demand for all the

Fig. 2 shows the concepts of internal routing demand and
external routing demand at a top-down placement stage. The
original circuit is divided into subcircuits and each subcircuit is
assigned into a region. The dashed lines are internal nets. The
thicker solid lines represent external nets. The routing demand
in a region consists of two parts: net crossings caused by the
internal nets and those by the external nets.
At the very coarse placement stage, the subcircuits are loosely
coupled, i.e., the number of external nets is much smaller than
the number of internal nets. The routing demand of a region is
primarily determined by the interconnect complexity of the subcircuit which belongs to the region. As the top-down placement
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flow goes into deeper levels, the routing demand of a placement
region is determined by not only the internal complexity of the
subcircuit in this region, but also the geometrical locations of
other subcircuits and the interconnects between them.
A. Internal Routing Demand
In a typical top-down placement scheme, e.g., min-cut
placement, the cells of a partitioned subcircuit will eventually
be placed within the area that is assigned for this subcircuit.
Therefore, estimating the internal routing demand becomes
feasible. For a certain region in a top-down placement, the
internal routing demand is proportional to the total routed wire
length after global routing [4].3
The wire-length estimation problem has been studied for
many years. There are several successful estimation techniques
based on Rent’s rule: Donath’s classical method [10], its
extension [11], and a more recent model [12]. In these methods
the wire-length distribution of the entire design is predicted
before place and route. However, in our paper, we estimate
wire length for each region and take into account the locality
of the Rent’s rule. Since different subcircuits have different
complexities and Rent parameters, wire-length estimates for
subcircuits correspond to the internal routing demand.
Donath’s work [10] gives the estimate of total interconnect
length for a design. The total wire length of a design can be
estimated as

where
number of gates of the subcircuit;
Rent exponent;
Rent coefficient;
constant
;
number of hierarchical levels.
In Davis’s wire-length distribution model [12], the intercon, which is defined as the number of
nect density function
interconnects with length , is given by

several parts, each part tends to have its own Rent exponent.
These Rent exponents may vary a lot. This locality of Rent’s
rule means different interconnect complexities among the modules of designs. In some sense it indicates the local circuit complexity, i.e., congestion.
Fig. 3 shows local Rent curves on circuit ibm09. The curves are
obtained by the following approach. We first partition the original circuit into four parts. For each part, we partition it 29 times,
dividing this part to 2, 3, , 30 partitions. For each partitioning,
we compute the average number of cells per partition and the
average number of external connections per partition . Then we
draw a 29-point plot on a log–log coordinate, which takes
as axis and
as
axis. It is obvious from Fig. 3 that,
although all of the four subcircuits are derived from the same
design, the Rent curves and exponents of these subcircuits are
quite different. This locality feature of large circuits motivates
us to examine the relative congestion of different subcircuits.
C. Rent Exponent Extraction
In order to estimate total wire length (or the internal routing
demand) of a region, we need to extract the Rent exponent of
this region. A traditional way is using partitioning to get numbers of block size and external pins. Then a linear regression
is performed when enough numbers are gathered. To make the
Rent exponent extraction effective, a minimum number of partitioning is expected.
The part of Rent’s rule curve in Region I implies true Rent
exponent. Thus, locating the data points becomes a key factor
in this method. The following dynamic rent exponent extraction
(DREE) algorithm gradually increases the number of partitions
when it partitions each subcircuit and then performs linear rein our approach) data points.
gression on the latest (
For each linear regression, we compute probability , which
indicates the goodness of fit [19]
(3)
where is the number of fitting data points and
incomplete gamma function which is defined by

is the

(4)
where is a function of
and . When
The total wire length of the design is

,

.

Both Donath’s model and Davis’s model are adopted in our
internal routing demand estimation. Related results are evaluated in Section IV-E.
B. Locality of Rent’s Rule
The input of wire-length estimation approach is the Rent exponent, which, in the previous work, is a fixed value for the entire design. However, a fundamental weakness of Rent’s rule is
that it does not reflect local fluctuations of interconnection complexity in many designs [18]. If we partition a large circuit into
3We

assume that the global routing tiles are square.

of linear regression is greater than a
Once the quality
threshold value (0.9 in our experiments) for every subcircuit,
we claim that these regression points are in Rent’s rule Region
I. The algorithm terminates and outputs Rent exponent for each
subcircuit.
The total running time cost of DREE algorithm is dominated
by running time of recursive bipartitioning on the circuit, which
is very fast due to the recent advances of multilevel partitioning
techniques. The method of extracting Rent exponent is similar to
the classical approach (e.g., [13]). The algorithm is dynamic in
the sense that unnecessary partitionings are not performed once
a good linear regression is obtained. Thus, it reduces the cost of
extracting Rent exponent to running time of several partitioning
passes.
Algorithm 1: DREE
Input: n subcircuits

G

= (V

;E

)

k

= 1; . . . ; n
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Local Rent curves for different partitions of circuit ibm09, quadrisectioned into four parts. Rent curve for subcircuit (a) C , (b) C , (c) C , and (d) C .
Output: Rent exponent

r

of each subcircuit

G ;k

=

1; . . . ; n:
0,
repeat

k

k

number of data points for line fitting

m

k

+1

for each subcircuit G (i = 1; . . . ; n) do
Do 2 way partitioning on G
Compute G ; k = V (G ) =2 (average number of
modules per partition)
T ; k = average number of external nets per
partition
Record point (x ; y ) = (log G ; log T )
end for
if k
m then
for each subcircuit G , perform a
linear regression on m-points data set:

j

j



(x

;y

); (x

;y

); . . . ; (x

;

)

y

get line fitting result equation
and quality of fitting Q
endif
until Q
0:9 for i = 1; . . . ; n
p = a , i = 1; . . . ; n
return p , i = 1; . . . ; n



f

(x) =

a x+b

Fig. 4.

External routing demand analysis.

D. External Routing Demand
Internal routing demand can be estimated using Rent parameters, while estimating external routing demand requires
the knowledge of interconnection between regions. We cannot
simply assume a uniform distribution of interconnects between
regions. However, the interconnect distribution of the current
placement is known. For each region, we compute the external
routing demand based on the interconnects that connect or pass
through this region. Fig. 4 shows a simple example of how to
estimate the external routing demand.
In Fig. 4, a design area is divided into four rectangular rebe the number of intercongions: , , , and . Let
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.

Probability density function instance (a) on an 8

2 8 grid and (b) its 3-D representation.

nects between
and . Assume that the distance between the
, the wire
center of adjacent regions is one unit. For region
and other regions contributes one unit to its
that connects
(e.g.,
)
routing demand. A wire that may pass through
’s routing demand bestatistically contributes a half unit to
cause this wire has a 50% chance to be routed in this region.
) of region
Then, the estimate of external routing demand (
is

Similarly, we have

nects between every pair of regions will be evaluated. Among
them, the ones that connect or pass the evaluated region are
counted. Therefore, the external routing demand estimate for
region is

where
is the number of interconnects between region and
is the probability density function, which indiregion .
cates the likelihood a wire from region to region passes a
given region . It can be calculated by equally assigning probability for interconnects passing from one region to its neighborhood regions. An example of probability density function is
given in Fig. 5(a) and its three-dimensional (3-D) representation
is shown in Fig. 5(b).
E. Estimation Results

In general, we assume that there are rectangle regions. To
estimate the external routing demand for a region, the intercon-

We conduct experiments to estimate the routing demand for
every region in the coarse placement. By summing up the wire-
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length estimate and crossed routed wires of a region, we obtain
the total routing demand. At an early level of top-down placement, we apply the estimation method on every region to get
a routing demand distribution. This result will be compared to
real routing demand map.
To get the real routing demand distribution, we continue the
placement process from the point where we make estimation.
The placement approach is a typical recursive bisection flow
using a state-of-the-art multilevel partitioner hMetis [14]. After
placement, we use a high-quality maze router to complete the
global routing stage. The global routing consists of two steps:
initial routing and ripup/reroute. Both the total wire length and
the congestion (represented by overflow) are part of the cost
function in global routing. From the result of global routing, we
extract the routing demand, which is the number of net crossings
on the boundaries of the global routing tiles within every region.
Such a result is the real routing demand distribution, which reflects the wire requirement on a design.
For better comparison, we scale both the estimated routing
demand map and the real routing demand map. The scaling
process is simply dividing every routing demand value associated with a region by the average routing demand value of
the whole chip area. After scaling, for each region , we have a
and a scaled real routing
scaled estimated routing demand
. The estimation error for region is defined by
demand
. The overall estiError
mation error for the design is the average value of the estimation
errors over all regions.
All the experiments have been done on a Sun Ultra10 workstation with a 400-MHz CPU. Table II shows the overall estimation error for three different approaches. The first approach uses
Donath’s wire-length estimation model and routing estimation
(RE) method proposed in Section IV-D. The second approach
is similar to the first one. The only difference is that it uses
Davis’s wire-length distribution model. The third approach estimates regional congestion based on Davis’s wire-length model
only, without RE. The three approaches use the same DREE algorithm to extract Rent exponent. Since the running time for
external routing demand estimation can be ignored comparing
with the Rent exponent extraction process, we only report the
runtime for DREE algorithm, which is dominated by the partitioning approach. Experiments show that the speedup of the
partitioning tool (hMetis in this paper) does not degrade the estimation. Thus, we use the fastest option of the partitioning tool.
The results in Table II show that the proposed approach is an
effective way to estimate congestion. By combining either Donath’s or Davis’s wire-length model with the RE method, we
can predict relative congestion with small errors. The comparison between approaches with or without RE shows that, in general, wire length only cannot estimate congestion well. There
are some different cases for which wire length itself produces
good estimates. These cases are mostly in 2 2 placement level
where the RE is not as important as later levels.
It should be noted that for a given circuit, the estimation becomes harder as the number of regions increases. Circuit ibm03,
ibm04, and ibm14 show the trend. A global router uses detours
to avoid routing in a congested area. When regions are large, the
detours for congested spots in a given region are still counted
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TABLE II
ESTIMATION ERROR AND RUNTIME COMPARISON

as the routing demand for this region. However, if regions are
small, the detours contribute routing demand to neighboring regions, which makes estimation difficult. In general, estimates
of large regions are more accurate than those of small regions.
This suggests that designers may use actual global routing to get
congestion information at later top-down placement stages.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the congestion-estimation problem
based on Rent’s rule. Although Rent’s rule has been widely used
on various estimation fields for over two decades, it has not been
adopted for congestion analysis. We presented a novel relationship between circuit Rent parameters and peak congestion of the
layout. Experiments show that the model works well for L-shape
routers. More sophisticated model could be conducted based
on the analysis framework. Also we proposed a regional congestion-estimation method that takes both internal and external
routing demand into account. The locality of Rent’s rule is exploited by our approach. Experiments on large industry benchmarks show that the estimation error is on the average less than
10% compared with the actual congestion obtained by place and
route.
Recent research work shows that the Rent exponent of a circuit can be predicted [20]. This will give the Rent’s rule-based
approach a bright future. The proposed method in this paper,
combining with Rent exponent prediction, allows designers to
fast predict congestion distribution at early placement stages.
Moreover, with fast congestion estimation, a placement tool
could incrementally update the congestion map during the
placement process and adjust the operation accordingly, thus,
achieving a congestion-free layout.
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